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Exia Tessa Pine

Exia Tessa Pine is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Exia Tessa Pine

Species & Gender: Female Human
Date of Birth: 20日 4月 YE 24
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: NDC Ground Forces "Duskerian Legion"

Rank: N4-Guardian
Current Placement: N/A

Physical Description

Exia is 6'0“ with snow white medium length hair done up into a pigtail to either side. She has an almost
youthful expression across her soft, and very elegant face, framing crimson eyes. Like her mother and
sisters, supports a DD cup size and a very pronounced hourglass figure. On her left cheek of her rear is
the old S6 emblem tattooed on, a bar code with a clone batch unit ID gene modded into her skin like a
tattoo.
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Personality

Exia in a nutshell is kinda, seemingly innocent, youthful, and always cheery to an almost uncomfortable
degree. The clone also seems detached from killing, given the original purpose her kind was created for.
It's allowed her to even carry a smile through battles, which albeit has proven morale boosting for her
allies, has lead to more then one occasion of the enemy being terrified. Despite her somewhat optimistic
and cheery ways, the girl has an odd obsession with shotgun style weapons, but generally knows her way
around most weapons she lays her hands on. Carefree, easy going, and just seeming to go with the flow,
formal does not seem to be a word in the clone's vocabulary. Most of the time she is found clinging to, or
hanging around someone, most of the time her family. Otherwise she's working on equipment, most
likely some newly bought shotgun she's added to her rather large hoard of them.

History

In YE 24, Exia was created as a mass produce-able clone soldier. Exia eventually tossed aside this name
for one more her style, just like her most notable batch sisters and brothers, who were originally destined
to be used as a expendable soldier before their liberation. But events were put in motion that saw the
products shelved in cryogenic sleep, the data being used else where to create even worse products once
Psychopomp LLC absorbed the research group into the company. For 17 years, Exia and her many
beloved siblings slept, fated to be forgotten, but the prototype rose against the wishes of their masters
when they were eventually liberated. However, even with her new freedom, even after a year, she has no
idea what to do with herself. Having taking collecting shotguns as an eccentric hobby, she more or less
cheerfully goes with the flow to see what opportunities come along, even as more and more of her
siblings learn to be functioning individuals.

Skills Learned

communications

NDC military comms usage and techniques, and Fluent in tactical hand signaling.
Seraphim
Trade (language)
Yamataigo (邪馬台語)

small arms

Proficient use, handling, and maintenance of most rifles.
Proficient use, handling, maintenance of most sidearms.
Is very proficient in the use of shotgun style weapons, as well as similar scatter shit types.
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Heavy weapons

Proficient use in high caliber and heavy damage squad based weapons for suppression and assault
on hardened positions.

hand to hand

Proficient use of knives in hand to hand combat
Proficient use of hands in hand to hand combat
Intermediate in the operation, and maintenance of mecha(Nep/NDC)

first aid

Intermediate in basic first aid, I.E. bandaging, cleaning wounds, basic stitching, CPR, and
administration of medical substances.

vehicles

Intermediate in the operation and maintenance of ground based vehicles such as the BW-MRGT
"Hound" for example.
Basic in the operation and maintenance of small aircraft such as the BW-RTTS "Bolt", and BW-
VTOLT "Hammer" for example.

demolistions

Basic in the use, and disabling of explosive devices. This training pertains to conventional plastic
explosives, plasma, and the trigger system for fusion based devices.

Social Connections

Exia Tessa Pine is connected to:

Fenrir Clones

Inventory & Finance

Exia Tessa Pine has the following:
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Clothes

bloused bustier with straps
pleaded skirt
thigh highs with garters
armored Boots
5x S6 emblem black low cut panties
5x Graviton Projector Equipped Brassiere
S6 hoodie
cargo pants
tank top
NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform
NDC Exercise Uniform
S6 Travel Backpack
Cold Climate Suit

Armor

Revenant Power Armor R1-SPA
Revenant Power Armor Mk II
Zytone Heavy Combat Armor

Weapons

BWE Rotary Chain Gun
BW-6AS "Sickle"
BW-CP "Shade" compact 10mm Pistol
BW-HPT "Dragon's Breath"
BW-KAS "Hailstorm"
BW-KAS2 “Executioner”
Avenger Plasma Rifle
S6-HAR1-1 Storm Rifle
BreachaNova Heavy Shotgun - for PA use only
Trike Compact Assault Shotgun

Trike Extension Kit
Styrling Shot 12
Westech Trench Shotgun
S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”
20x S6-FG
20x Section 6 High Explosive Grenade
20x S6-PG Plasma Grenade

Miscellaneous
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Geist Advanced Interfacing Implant
5crates1) S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A
3 6packs of Conclave Cola
6pack of Plasma Jet
Field Strip manual
BW-HU-1A
External Respiration Kit
5 canisters MultiMendFoam
Honeycomb Fabricator

Salvage

Nutritional Supply Pack (Broken) 2)

Frozen food from a ship's galley 3)

Gattling Array 4)

Ammunition Crate, 40mm Grenade 5)

Ke-M2-A3100 - Kinetic Energy Absorbing Armor 6)

Exia Tessa Pine currently has 50,000 DS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 09, 11 2019 at 11:58 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Exia Tessa Pine
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

50 units each, total of 250 rations
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 78-11, IC: 837-4413-80
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 89-39, IC: 3528-6297-118
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 49-42, IC: 2066-19335-86
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 18-19, IC: 381-4180-35
6)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 4-26, IC: 157-9885-30
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